DNA bending by charged peptides: electrophoretic and spectroscopic analyses.
We are testing the idea that placement of fixed charges near one face of the DNA double helix can induce DNA bending by a purely electrostatic mechanism. If stretching forces between DNA phosphates are significant, fixed charges should induce DNA bending by asymmetrically modulating these forces. We have previously tested this hypothesis by adding charged residues to small bZIP DNA binding peptides and monitoring DNA bending using electrophoretic phasing assays. Our results were consistent with an electrostatic model of DNA bending in predicted directions. We now confirm these observations with fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET). Using a "U"-shaped DNA probe, we report that DNA bending by charged bZIP peptides is readily detected by FRET. We further show that charged bZIP peptides cause DNA bending rather than DNA twisting.